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There are many factors that sustain the illicit trafficking of cultural objects and art.¹ Primary among them is the demand for rare and fragile pieces on the part of collectors, and the risky activities that suppliers are willing to engage in to make a sale. Stoneware, porcelain, jewellery, war medals, paintings and prints are frequently stolen and sold privately or at public auction, either locally or abroad.² In the case of paintings, works that are readily identifiable may be disguised by cutting them up, and in so doing improving the marketability of the fragments.³

Repositories of South African art and heritage objects must contend with additional challenges such as continual cost increases, politically motivated operational decision-making, and decreased numbers of visitors.⁴ These repositories also pose soft targets for thieves. Poverty, unemployment and rising living costs mean that items of historical and cultural significance, as well as metal objects, are desirable purely for their perceived monetary value.⁵ In the process, priceless works are frequently destroyed.⁶

But it is not just about the monetary losses resulting from thefts from museums and public collections. Crucially, these thefts also pose a threat to the collective memory of a society, its knowledge of history, historical records, and ultimately to social cohesion. They diminish the potential for mutual enrichment and for dialogue about art and culture.⁷ They also sustain illicit trafficking in cultural objects.⁸

Addressing the illicit trade in stolen works of art and other heritage items is notoriously difficult. Before thefts of heritage items can be recorded, the object in question must be identified as having special significance. The investigation of the circumstances in which such an object was acquired and the enforcement of legal and ethical standards of acquisition become unduly complicated in the absence of a comprehensive national inventory of museum holdings and of a database of stolen art and cultural objects. This article considers the development of inventories and databases in South Africa and elsewhere. We argue that cross-sectoral cooperation in sharing databases needs to improve significantly in order to boost compliance with due diligence standards. To help restore the credibility of the trade in art and cultural objects, the South African Heritage Resources Information System site must be endorsed as the centralised database for heritage crime. This would provide ready access to databases, helping art market participants, law enforcement officers and customs officials in the investigation of stolen art works.
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Important anniversaries can create opportunities for this type of crime. For instance, the 100th anniversary of the start of World War I in 2014 saw a spate of thefts of war memorabilia across South Africa during 2013. Inadequate or non-existent border checks and improved transportation systems have also added to the challenges faced by regulators, customs authorities and law enforcement officials.

Generally speaking, the state has afforded ‘poor overall support’ in respect of the financial and other challenges museums face in post-apartheid South Africa. Solutions must be considered from an integrated, global perspective, because while international art crime has to be detected at the national or local level, local initiatives alone cannot prevent theft and curb international demand.

The 1970 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property calls for the establishment of a national inventory of protected heritage items. Moreover, the link that was established between due diligence and databases as far back as 1985 remains current. Databases of stolen art enable people and institutions that have experienced losses to notify users of these losses. This enables dealers to run checks on items they receive to sell on; buyers to ensure they do not buy stolen items or items with a defective provenance; and everyone with an interest in a particular item to check if there is any registered concern regarding that item. In 1993, the United Nations encouraged states to adopt or strengthen legislation to protect their own heritage and that of other peoples. Museum inventories were to include a photographic record of items held in storage, and states were encouraged to require photographic documentation of each object discovered during authorised excavations.

In response to thefts of antiquities and from remote or rural churches, governments began to inventory heritage items. In the process, dealers in ancient or religious art were made aware that many such items could have been illegally acquired and thus be tainted. A system of catalogues and inventories exists, and various government offices in Mexico are involved in law enforcement in respect of items on these lists. The National Institute of Anthropology and History in Mexico is one of the institutions that has set up a stolen art database website with full state endorsement.

Law enforcement becomes unduly complicated in the absence of a comprehensive national inventory of museum holdings and of a database of stolen art and cultural objects. Not every country has managed to set up a functional national stolen art database. In South Africa, attempts to pool information on stolen works, or establish a comprehensive database to enable independent searches, have failed.

However, a portal for reporting heritage crime has been established, and it is possible to track the progress of a case. In addition, the South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) is in the process of populating the national inventory of heritage items (and sites) on the South African Heritage Resources Information System (SAHRIS). The SAHRIS database is freely available to all members of the public, with some reserved access for museum or SAHRA staff. While this is encouraging, it is imperative that the Department of Arts and Culture endorses the SAHRIS site as the centralised database for heritage crime. It would also be beneficial if the new facilities could fully interact with other art and heritage crime databases.

The next section provides a brief overview of the scope of heritage crime from a South African perspective. It focuses on the importance of ensuring that a buyer has opportunities to run checks on the provenance of an object, with reference to developments in South Africa and elsewhere. Provenance is defined at the outset. Since due diligence depends on the availability of national databases that are accessible internationally, such as the Interpol Works of Art database, the article also considers these, and investigates the potential contribution of existing international commercial databases. Higher levels of cooperation between the public and private sectors can help fortify South African cultural heritage against art crime. The factors that hinder this cooperation are identified, with a view to improving the system and thus protecting our heritage.
Scoping the problem

It is difficult to quantify thefts from cultural institutions and public collections in South Africa. The annual crime statistics of the South African Police Service (SAPS) do not reflect art and heritage crime. Such thefts are reported as thefts of household items.16 Also, there are few tools to assess the authenticity of items offered for sale. Collectors and museums seldom adequately check the status of the objects they are about to acquire or sell, and legitimate businesses sometimes facilitate the re-introduction of stolen items into the legal market.17

A comparatively small number of thefts registered with the Art Loss Register and Interpol are thefts from museums.18 Interpol has a facility for text-based searches on its Works of Art database19 and traders and dealers can apply for access to this database to run checks on items they have acquired or wish to sell. While access to the database is managed, complete independent searches can be done after registration on the site.

Incidents of theft from museums and galleries were quantified for the period 2006 to 2010 for Gauteng only. Results show that objects on open display are most often stolen during the day, and in open hours.20 In November 2012, five paintings worth approximately R17.3 million were stolen from the Pretoria Art Museum.21 While four were recovered, ‘Street Scene’ by Gerard Sekoto remains missing. Such incidents are not confined to Gauteng. In August 2013, ‘Sorcières au Balais’ by Salvador Dali disappeared from the municipal art gallery in Mbombela, Mpumalanga. Its disappearance coincided with the theft of other works.22 A spate of museum thefts in the Eastern Cape was reported in the media in 2014.23 Unfortunately this kind of crime does not capture public attention and tends to fade into the background in the face of the high rate of violent crime.24

In addition, museums often under-report theft, as they are hesitant to publicly highlight their lack of proper security. Moreover, they are careful not to place relationships with their donors and potential donors at risk.25 This forms part of a wider, global trend. Often thefts are reported for insurance purposes rather than to aid recovery. Research shows that investigations are readily closed when the stolen item is insured. The assumption is that the insurance will pay out and the loss will be recovered.26 Unfortunately, these losses involve unique and irreplaceable items.

Provenance and auction house practice

Provenance speaks to the genealogy of the item concerned. Checking provenance prior to purchasing a piece of art or a heritage object, and running searches through national or international stolen art databases, raise the ethical bar in the art market and in the museum world. Private firms and provenance researchers do valuable work, but their research findings are not always open to searches.

Auction houses tend to draw a ‘shroud of secrecy’ over the sale of highly priced works of art. While important to protect the identities of both buyer and seller and prevent price manipulation, secrecy promotes superficial due diligence and masks the ownership history of the item being traded.27

The top-tiered auction houses in South Africa employ various categories of specialists who review the provenance of items received for auction. In all probability this practice has shielded them from exposure to stolen items. The second-tiered auction houses are less fortunate. In-depth provenance inquiries are only done if the item or the seller raises suspicion.28 The police do confiscate items from auction house premises, but reporting on this tends to be sporadic.29

The South African legal position

South Africa became party to the 1970 UNESCO Convention in December 2003. The country is in the process of ratifying the complementary 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Property,30 but progress is slow.

SAHRA is mandated by the National Heritage Resources Act 25 of 1999 (NHRA)31 to identify, manage, conserve, protect and promote heritage resources that form part of the National Estate. The NHRA has responded to the 1970 UNESCO Convention’s call for the establishment of a national inventory of protected heritage items. SAHRIS is the mechanism designed to capture this inventory in the
form of an online database. Since October 2014, the system has also made provision for the reporting of the theft of heritage objects and all other forms of heritage crime.32

The Department of Arts and Culture, SAPS, Interpol and its National Central Bureau in Pretoria, and SAHRA collaborate with one another to counter the illicit trade in cultural objects. Positive developments include direct access, since 17 August 2009, to the Interpol Works of Art Database. The database was opened up to promote and support due diligence. The site contains photographs of 34 000 stolen works. Access is free of charge. Searches are done using key words and terms. The database is updated in real time, which represents an important step forward from the dated and costly DVD system that was previously used. More than 2 200 users from over 80 different countries have registered to make use of this service.33

The National Forum for Law Enforcement of Heritage Related Matters (NALEH) provides a platform for cooperation between law enforcement and heritage officials. Both public and private sector organisations with an interest in fighting cultural crime are represented on this forum. The Directorate for Priority Crime Investigations (DPCI) of the SAPS, the South African Customs Administration, the Department of Arts and Culture, Interpol, SAHRA, the South African Museums Association (SAMA) and the South African National Committee of the International Council of Museums (ICOM-SA) are represented. Regrettably, however, NALEH has failed to make a significant impact because the SAPS, the Department of Arts and Culture and SAHRA have not offered any dedicated support. As an autonomous body, NALEH was never formally and structurally assigned to any body or organisation in particular. Attempts to place NALEH with the Department of Arts and Culture as an affiliate have been unsuccessful. As a potential vehicle for inter-government agency cooperation, NALEH faces seemingly insurmountable obstacles at this stage and it will be difficult to overcome them without support from official organs of state. The current ICOM-SA president is exploring the possibility of an affiliation between NALEH and ICOM-SA,34 since there is a synergy between the counter-trafficking objectives of ICOM and the mission of NALEH. Affiliation with a reputable organisation will be significant in structural terms, and it may offer NALEH opportunities to gain legitimacy and recognition from state departments.

The structural gap between South African role players and the fledgling status of SAHRIS make it all the more urgent for South Africa to utilise its link with the Interpol database and to facilitate access to a global platform. Progress cannot depend indefinitely on ad hoc appeals for public help.35

One specific insurance company is providing a service that registers the loss of art, antiquities and collectibles. This register, administered by Artinsure,36 intends to provide a comprehensive archive of stolen art in South Africa, given the absence of a central and comprehensive South African database. The service started in 2007 and has replaced the earlier services provided by arts consultants.37 Presently, art theft claims constitute a significant 31% of all claims processed by Artinsure.38

SAHRIS and Artinsure have entered into an agreement to share information between the two databases. Importantly, the integration of the Artinsure information into the SAHRIS database of heritage crime is on the agenda. This integration is as vital as the endorsement of SAHRIS by the Department of Arts and Culture as the centralised South African database.39

The fact that South African case law has not developed to impose a legal duty on sellers, purchasers and their agents to exercise due diligence or due care in the acquisition of art and cultural objects, underscores that any progress remains rooted solely in a normative ideal in the cultural sphere.

Progress achieved elsewhere

Work on databases is frequently bogged down by a lack of funding, policy, political will and administrative difficulty. Nonetheless, the ‘databasing’ of stolen cultural objects40 and the steps that will ensure access to these databases deserve to be prioritised and fast-tracked.

Since opportunistic dealers and thieves are rarely deterred by the law, it is important to clarify
practice standards for acquisition and collection in a transnational market subject to inter-jurisdictional differences. Commentators have argued that the consultation of databases is a binding legal duty when buying art and antiquities in the United Kingdom (UK).41 This argument is supported in De Préval v Adrian Alan Ltd,42 where the notion of good faith was extended, and the principle that a dealer cannot claim to be in good faith unless databases had been searched was established.43 In Marcq v Christie Manson and Woods Ltd, t/a Christie’s,44 the auction house was found not to be liable in conversion when it returned the stolen painting to the ostensible seller after having innocently offered it for sale; however, an auctioneer can incur criminal liability for failing to report suspicious circumstances.45

In the European Union (EU), Directive 93/7/EEC46 established administrative cooperation between member states as regards their national treasures, closely linked to their cooperation with Interpol and other competent bodies in the field of stolen works of art. A new instrument, Directive 2014/60/EU of 15 May 2014,47 was adopted in order to improve the level of administrative cooperation between member states. The new directive now imposes a duty on possessors to consult databases of stolen art. When claims for return are instituted before the courts of the member states of the EU, adjudicators may check if this has been done. Recital 17 and Article 10 require that the competent court, in determining whether the possessor exercised due care, consider all circumstances of the acquisition. In particular, it must consider whether the possessor consulted any accessible register of stolen cultural objects, or any relevant information that could have been reasonably obtained.

Italy is the model EU member state in this regard. The Carabinieri manage the largest databank on stolen art in the world (the Leonardo Database carries details on some 5.7 million objects).48 The Carabinieri accord high priority to art theft, making a careful distinction between stolen art and other stolen goods.49 Italy also leads Project PSYCHE (Protection System for Cultural Heritage), which is key to modernising Interpol’s stolen works database in co-operation with the Carabinieri Special Unit for the Protection of Cultural Heritage.50 Started in 2013 with EU funding support, PSYCHE is aiming to connect police databases by creating a platform for automatic data transfer from national databases to Interpol, and by enabling direct data insertion, modification and deletion at national or state level. Increased interconnectivity also makes existing databases easier to use.

The UK has experienced challenges in setting up databases. The Ministerial Advisory Panel on the Illicit Trade in Cultural Objects51 mentioned the necessity of this work, but the government considered it too complex and expensive. Today the UK has virtually no national stolen property database, and the prospects of getting one updated are slim.52 The most recent thefts listed in Metropolitan Police Art and Antiques London refer to objects stolen in February 2008, and the unit specialising in art crime is very small.53 The Heritage and cultural property crime national policing strategic assessment, compiled by the Association of Chief Police Officers in 2013, highlights the need to establish a ‘single UK stolen property database’, i.e. a national database that could be used to tackle art crime.53 According to the assessment, efforts to recover stolen cultural property rely on descriptive searches by local force intelligence systems interacting with the London Stolen Art Database and the Interpol Works of Art database, both of which presently rely on text-based searches.54

Police databases have limited potential for interoperability, and a truly integrated response can only be achieved with cross-sectoral cooperation. Both the public and private sectors possess vital knowledge for national law enforcement purposes, and this should be harnessed to create and manage the data that can build and strengthen international law enforcement and global solidarity.

An example of such cooperation is evident in Sweden. Larmtjänst,55 a non-profit organisation owned by Insurance Sweden, works for insurance companies to reduce insurance-related crime, support their investigations, and assist in the recovery of stolen property in cooperation with international law enforcement.56 Its commitment to promoting cooperation across all levels of the public and private sectors is shared by the
insurance companies. It is tasked to establish and maintain liaison with the government, national and international organisations, and international investigators. It also offers training and information on the modus operandi of insurance-related crimes.

While national and international initiatives work in tandem, the public/private sector interface presents challenges for South Africa. Open access to national police databases cannot be granted, and commercial databases do not permit open access. Technology enabling the comparison of images of archived stolen art and antiquities has not yet been optimised. Profit-based systems are the least desirable since they are costly and limit access. But even in a system that manages to remain funded, such as in Sweden, specialised coordination is required to sustain cooperation between art experts and law enforcement.

If we accept that commercial for-profit databases are a vital part of a viable and integrated response to the problem of art and heritage crime, what do they offer?

**Commercial (for-profit) databases**

There are only two commercially operated (for profit) databases of stolen and missing works of art, antiques and valuables; namely the Art Loss Register (ALR) and Art Recovery International (ARI). The locally based Artinsure database does not fall into this category, as it does not charge a user fee. There is no need to register or be a client. Data on stolen items may be added free of charge.

The ALR is founded on a joint partnership of leading international auction houses, art trade associations and the insurance industry. The ALR database has a significantly sized register of stolen art and antiquities. Its scope ensures that it has a competitive edge in the tracking of stolen art.\(^{57}\) ALR staff perform the searches. For due diligence requirements the ALR issues certificates stating that a particular object is not listed on its database. It goes without saying that trafficked objects will continue to circulate on the black market if the relevant data is not incorporated into the register. Art historians are able to match stolen objects with objects registered on the database.

The ARI, which provides due diligence services and provenance research, is a much more recent initiative.\(^{60}\) It was set up in London in 2013 in order to bring ‘transparency to the rather murky world of art recovery’ through ‘ethical and strategic negotiation’.\(^{61}\) Its primary focus is art recovery and the resolution of complex title disputes, but it also intends to get involved in education on art crime and cultural heritage preservation, and to offer pro bono services for artists, eligible claimants and non-profit institutions.\(^{62}\) Registering an item on Art Claim, its database, is free of charge, and it utilises image recognition software.\(^{63}\)

Overall, available stolen art databases are uneven and database organisation differs. Existing systems do not speak the same electronic language and are not at the same stage of development.

The ALR database represents a repository of data, and searches have been undertaken into the ownership history of individual stolen items since its inception in 1991. All searches on the database are performed by staff who are qualified art historians. Image comparison technology, while available, is not widely used as yet. It is likely to be more commonly used in future by art detectives using mobile phone technology. The UK’s *Heritage and cultural property crime national policing strategic assessment* not only emphasises the importance of linking a national database with the Interpol Works of Art database, but also highlights the need for image comparison capability.\(^{64}\) Synchronisation of databases will facilitate an automatic transfer of records to Interpol, and direct data insertion, modification and deletion on the PSYCHE via remote national databases. Image comparison will simplify recovery procedures.\(^{65}\)
Moving towards database due diligence

A database of stolen art facilitates due diligence and independent checks prior to the purchase, auction or sale of a work of art or a cultural object. Database searches can assist with items reported as stolen property, as well as with items that, by their very nature, may have been illegally obtained. Checks can prevent the unintended purchase of stolen items, and provide proof of due diligence on the part of the purchaser.

The ability of legitimate market participants to undertake independent checks and to behave ethically can raise the standard of acquisition and trade. A database listing might prevent a questionable sale, influence pricing and indirectly deter theft and illicit trafficking of art and cultural objects.

Because the purchaser always has the option, prior to buying, to consult publicly accessible commercial, international or state-run databases, improving and facilitating access to such databases supports ethical conduct. There is an ethical obligation to behave diligently, regardless of whether there is a legal duty.

The activation of the International Observatory on Illicit Traffic in Cultural Goods may hint at a global move in respect of database due diligence. In 2013 an International Observatory on Illicit Traffic in Cultural Goods was set up within ICOM to counter the lack of centralised information on illicit traffic in cultural goods. Unfortunately the observatory is only funded for three years. While the difficulties associated with setting up a comprehensive global non-profit database are not going to be resolved any time soon, a collaborative platform that enables information and resources to be shared across jurisdictions and at all levels represents a step in the right direction.

The development of different databases by segments of the art market has met with some opposition, because the more databases there are, the harder it is for the law to impose an obligation of due diligence on buyers and sellers. However, we would argue that solidarity can be built and strengthened by a network of databases that share a common interface. Such a commonly agreed portal would be well placed to promote the updating of inventories of public collections and national digitised inventories, based on the international object identification (ID) system.

Considering that funding for the continuation of this endeavour is not guaranteed beyond the current three-year period, a replacement front end needs to be identified. The website for the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (known as ‘ICROM’), which is linked to UNESCO, is one possibility.

If databases are to become interoperable, and if the efficacy of local and international due diligence database checks is to be improved in the longer term, the issue of compatibility needs to be factored in at the early stages of design and implementation. The common portal could offer basic guidance on database design so that future national databases of stolen art are searchable and compatible. This would promote the establishment of national police databases of stolen art with a view to achieving stable and expandable lists.

Conclusion

A decent, workable platform for promoting the legal circulation and transfer of art and cultural objects depends on a number of crucial factors. Among these are (a) the active and sustained detection of international art crime wherever it occurs; (b) the facility to register and record art and objects locally; and (c) greater interoperability of existing systems to enable international searches to pick up on stolen pieces at any point after their first transfer.

While the ICOM website may not win universal endorsement as a common portal for searches of stolen art and heritage, the identification of a commonly agreed portal could be a vital first step to expansion of data can be included in the objectives of the observatory.
strengthen compliance with due diligence. It would facilitate searches by individuals and business of commercial databases, which could assist to prove due diligence in court. In the absence of local or nationally driven initiatives, this suggestion offers a fortification for the cultural and artistic heritage of South Africa against thieves, looters, middlemen, unscrupulous dealers and collectors.
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